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Abstract
The paper describes a project for continuous data collection for a spoken dialogue system engaged in Question-Answering interactions
in English. The Wizard-of-Oz method used in the bootstrap phase is presented, and several types of resulting dialogue annotations are
described. The resulting corpus will be publicly released.
Keywords: continuous dialogue data collection, Wizard-of-Oz experiments, semantic annotations
1. Introduction
This paper describes the data collection and annotation ac-
tivities carried out within the DBOX project1. This project
aims to develop interactive games based on spoken natural
language human-computer dialogues, in 3 European lan-
guages: English, German and French.
A common procedure in design of human-computer dia-
logue systems is, first, to collect human-human data in or-
der to model natural human dialogue behaviour, for bet-
ter understanding of phenomena of human interactions and
predicting interlocutors actions, and then to develop dia-
logue system components.
There are numerous dialogue corpora collected for different
domains and applications. For instance:
• MapTask dialogue corpus2 a collection of instruct-
ing dialogues where one participant plays the role
of an instruction-giver while another participant, the
instruction-follower, navigates through a map.
• AMI dialogue corpus3 a 100-hours meeting corpus
collected in 2005, containing human-human multi-
party interactions in English.
1DBOX is an Eureka project, number E! 7152 http://
www.idiap.ch/project/d-box/
2For example, http://www.hcrc.ed.ac.uk/
maptask/ for English; http://www1.uni-hamburg.
de/exmaralda/files/z2-hamatac/public/index.
html for German; http://crdo.up.univ-aix.fr/
voir_depot.php?lang=en&id=732&prefix=sldr
(MAPTASK-AIX) for French, and many other languages.
3http://www.amiproject.org/
• Switchboard dialogue corpus4 that consists of 650
spontaneous telephone conversations between speak-
ers of American English.
• Coconut dialogue corpus5 a collection of 35 two-party
negotiation typed computer-mediated dialogues.
Nevertheless, for the first DBOX gaming scenario, “Quiz
game”, we failed to find any suitable dialogue data. Hence,
the decision has been made by the consortium to collect
spoken dialogues for this scenario. Building a dialogue cor-
pus is a very taxing activity, especially when it requires hu-
man participants involvement in data collection and manual
annotations. In oder to reduce these efforts, the Wizard-of-
Oz methodology is often used (Dahlba¨ck et al., 1993). In
such experiments, the dialogue system is usually replaced
by a human Wizard who simulates the system’s behaviour
by acting according to a pre-defined script.
Another alternative is to use simulated users. With good
user modeling, a dialogue system could be rapidly proto-
typed and evaluated. However, it is very challenging to en-
sure that the user model truly reflects what real users are
likely to do, which is often dependent on very subtle as-
pects of the dialogue design and task domain (Paek, 2006).
Thus, some initial real human data is required anyway in
order to further simulate further user behaviour.
The third method, which has been employed to collect the
DBOX data, is a continuous data collection, where we first
4http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/switchboard/
5http://www.pitt.edu/˜coconut/
coconut-corpus.html
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Figure 1: Overall DBOX system architecture.
start with Wizard-of-Oz scripted experiments, and then re-
place the human Wizard by an increasingly advanced di-
alogue system, using evaluation data for system improve-
ment in each iteration.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains the
DBOX scenario and provides an overview of the targeted
dialogue/game phenomena that are included in the Wizard
script. Section 3 describes the collection of dialogue and
non-dialogue data. Section 4 discusses the performed anno-
tations, with indication of reliability of the defined and ex-
isting annotation schemes in terms of inter-annotator agree-
ment. Section 5 concludes the reported work by summa-
rizing corpus collection and data annotation activities, and
outlines future research.
2. Scenario and targeted dialogue
phenomena
The first DBOX scenario is concerned with a Quiz Game.
The game is comparable to the famous US TV show of the
70s-80s ‘What’s my line?’ or the German equivalent ‘Was
bin ich?’. In these games a famous person is hidden from
the players, whose task is to guess his/her name by asking
‘Yes/No Questions’ (no more than 10 in one round). Who-
ever is the first to guess the name correctly – wins. The
main difference with our scenario is that our players are al-
lowed to ask any type of questions, e.g., set Questions such
as ‘Where were you born?’ or ‘What are you famous for?’.
The designed system, thus, provides an interactive game
where the system holds the facts about a famous person’s
life, and the user’s task is to guess his/her name by asking
ten questions of various types. The system prevents the user
to ask direct questions about the name or an alias.
The dialogue system relies on a Question-Answering (QA)
approach in the sense that its main task is to understand
users’ questions, find and retrieve an answer from the stored
description, and return it to the user. However, what is
more important for our purposes is to build an interac-
tive Question-Answering Dialogue System (QADS) where
the answers are extracted not as information chunks or
slot fillers, but rather form full-fledged dialogue utterances.
Moreover, the system needs to show an interactive gaming
behaviour that is natural to its users, e.g., provide feedback,
manage turns, time and contact (dependent on the qual-
ity of a communication channel), produce some social sig-
nals and acts, e.g., encouraging vs. downplaying, polite vs.
rude, positive vs. negative attitude towards players or their
actions, etc. All these would make a game more entertain-
ing. Thus, the following dialogue and gaming phenomena
need to be elicited when collecting the data:
• dialogue/game opening and greetings, e.g. ‘Nice to
meet you’, ‘Thank you for playing with me’; or ‘Wel-
come back!’,‘How are you doing today?’ for returning
users;
• elaborative feedback, e.g. ‘This is a nice question’,
‘Clever move!’ or ‘Not your day today’;
• modal expression uttering (un)certainty ‘That might
be’, ‘Certainly not’, ‘I hope I can tell so’, etc.;
• check questions ‘Am I correct in assuming you asked
whether...’;
• requests to repeat ‘Sorry, I didn’t understand/hear you,
could you repeat?’;
• hesitations and stallings ‘Wait a second’, ‘Let me
think’, ‘Uh Um’;
• closings ‘You did very well!’, ‘Wonderful!’, ‘Congrat-
ulations!’, ‘You are a profi!’, ‘Good job though’, ‘Next
time better!’, and many more.
An example of a collected dialogue can be found in Ap-
pendix.
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Figure 2: DBOX Quiz game interface
3. Continuous data collection
As we briefly mentioned in the introduction, the data is col-
lected continuously during the whole project life. Prelimi-
nary human-human data has been collected in a Wizard-of-
Oz setting in parallel with the spoken dialogue system de-
sign, which obviously at this early project stage is very sim-
ple (scripted). The system will be replaced in later stages by
a more advanced one and evaluated. Data collected during
evaluation will be analysed, annotated and added to corpus
data, and used to further improve the system performance.
3.1. Wizard-of-Oz set up
As a very first step we analysed some recordings of the
famous US game ‘What’s my line?’ whose episodes are
freely available on Youtube (www.youtube.org). The
Wizard script has been designed based on this data. Fur-
ther, we collected 18 pilot player-Wizard dialogues, for a
total duration of 55 minutes comprising 360 system’s and
user’s speaking turns. Pilots’ purposes were mainly con-
cerned with the testing of defined Wizard scripts and the
design, evaluation and improvement of annotation schemes
that are supposed to capture the semantic content of the
player’s utterances. The collected pilot data is obviously
too small to build several types of classifiers, such as ones
to classify player’s incoming questions, ones to extract an-
swers to these questions, and ones to classify other dialogue
acts.
Thus, we collected game/dialogue data in large-scale Wiz-
ard of Oz experiments. Two English native speakers (1
male and 1 female) were acting as Wizards simulating the
system’s behaviour. 21 unique subjects were playing the
game. The participants were undergraduates of age be-
tween 19 and 25, who are expected to be related to our ul-
timate target audience. 338 dialogues were collected for a
total duration of 16 hours comprising about 6.000 speaking
turns.
User speech has been transcribed providing word level tim-
ings by running the ASR Kaldi (Povey et al., 2011) in
”forced alignment” mode. Transcriptions are stored for
each participant and each dialogue separately in a format
compliant with TEI standard (ISO, 2006).
The collected and annotated dialogue data serves as a ba-
sis for the analysis and modelling of human interactive be-
haviour, as well as for the design of spoken dialogue sys-
tem components. In addition to the Dialog Engine compo-
nents’ improvement, the collected speech data is used for
ASR development, namely, for generic acoustic and lan-
guage model adaptation towards the DBOX game scenario.
3.2. Human-machine data collection set up
As mentioned before, based on these dialogues the first
version of the dialogue system has been designed. Fig-
ure 1 provides the system architecture. The system con-
sists of several modules: Dialogue Engine (DE), Auto-
matic Speech Recognition (ASR), Text-to-Speech synthe-
sizer (TTS), Communication module (COM-Modul), Au-
dio Manager, Game-Client and Game-Server, that are con-
nected and communicate with each other. As soon as any
voice activity is detected (VAD), the Game Client with in-
tegrated Com-Modul passes this information to the Audio
Manager. The spoken input then goes to the ASR mod-
ule, that prepares the data for the DE in form of recog-
nized tokens hypothesis (possibly more than one per token,
e.g. as lattices). The DE consists of four main compo-
nents, namely interpretation module (IM), dialogue man-
ager (DM), answer extraction module and utterance gen-
eration module. The DM takes care of the overall com-
munication between the user and the system. It gets as
input a dialogue act representation based on ASR output
generated in the IM. In our scenario, questions uttered by
the human player play an important role. Questions are
classified according to their communicative function (e.g.,
Propositional, Check, Set and Choice Questions) and se-
mantic content. Semantic content is determined based on
Expected Answer Type (EAT) computed from the recog-
nized relations, see Section 4.2. The extracted information
is mapped with the EAT and focus word, and the most rel-
evant answer and the strategy how to continue the dialogue
are estimated. The DM then passes the system response for
speech generation: the DM input is transformed into a di-
alogue utterance and passed to TTS for speech generation.
The output from TTS is returned to the Audio Manager and
is subsequently passed to the Game Client to return to the
player.
The designed system interface that the players interact with
is depicted in Figure 2.
3.3. Non-dialogic data collection
Additionally to the dialogue data, we collected (non-) dia-
logic data of two types: (1) data containing player’s ques-
tions that are more realistic than youtube game data and in
a larger amount than collected in the pilots; and (2) descrip-
tions of the person to be guessed containing answers to the
player’s questions.
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DIMENSION Communicative function % DIMENSION Communicative function % DIMENSION Communicative function %
TASK 34.5 TASK M. 9.9 SOM 5.3
SetQuestion 17.0 SetQuestion 1.5 SetQuestion 4.3
PropositionalQuestion 9.7 PropositionalQuestion 0.5 SetAnswer 4.3
ChoiceQuestion 3.1 ChoiceQuestion 1.5 Inform 1.4
CheckQuestions 8.9 CheckQuestions 4.1 Apology 5.7
Question (unspecified) 1.3 Question (unspecified) 0.8 Thanking 28.6
SetAnswer 19.2 SetAnswer 3.0 AcceptThanking 8.6
PropositionalAnswer 8.9 Answer (unspecified) 1.1 InitialGreeting 17.1
Answer (unspecified) 6.5 Inform 40.9 ReturnGreeting 11.4
Inform 13.9 Confirm 1.8 InitialGoodbye 5.7
(Dis-)Agreement 1.3 Agreement 0.5 ReturnGoodbye 2.9
Confirm 6.1 Suggest 8.3 InitialSelfIntroduction 1.4
Disconfirm 1.7 Offer 1.8 Congratulation 8.6
Correction 0.9 Address Offer 1.5
Instruct/Request 1.5 Instruct/Request 18.2
AddressRequest 12.7
Warning 0.5
AUTO F. 16.8 ALLO F. 3.6 TURN M. 7.7
Question (unspecified) 0.9 CheckQuestion 4.2 Turn Take 58.8
Answer (unspecified) 0.9 Request 4.2 Turn Keep 28.4
Inform 0.4 Positive AlloFeedback 60.4 Turn Grab 5.9
Positive AutoFeedback 90.6 Negative AlloFeedback 6.3 Turn Assign 4.9
Negative AutoFeedback 7.2 Feedback Elicitation 24.9 Turn Accept 2.0
DS 4.1 OCM 2.5 TIME M. 14.8
Opening 27.3 Request 3.0 Stalling 91.4
Closing 18.2 Self Correction 81.1 Pausing 8.6
DA announcement 27.3 Signal Speaking Error 15.9
Interaction Structuring 27.2
PCM 0.1 CONTACT M. 0.7
AcceptRequest 100 ContactCheck 44.4
ContactIndication 55.6
Table 1: Distribution of dialogue acts with certain communicative function in DBOX ISO 24617-2 annotated data for each
of the addressed dimensions in terms of relative frequency (in %)
For the first type of data, some question data is publicly
available, e.g. approx. 5500 questions, annotated according
to the scheme defined in (Li and Roth, 2002), are provided
by the University of Illinois6. However, for our applica-
tion scenario, this data cannot be used directly, since not
all questions are relevant for our domain. We retained only
400 questions for our purposes. Since this obviously consti-
tutes a too small corpus, we generated questions automati-
cally using the tool provided by (Heilman and Smith, 2009 )
from collected descriptions, and filtered them out manually.
In total, 3000 questions were generated. Out of the gener-
ated ones, only relevant questions were selected: grammat-
ically broken questions were fixed and repetitions deleted.
Additionally, synonyms from WordNet7 were used to gen-
erate different variants of questions for the same class. The
final question set consists of 1069 questions.
Answers are retrieved from 100 selected Wikipedia arti-
cles in English (71 male persons and 29 female; 51 per-
sons passed away and the others alive) containing 1616 sen-
tences (16 words/sentence on average) and 30.590 tokens
(5.817 unique tokens).
4. Semantic annotations
Annotations of two types are performed: (1) dialogue ut-
terances annotations with dialogue act information; and (2)
annotations of questions and descriptions with semantic
relation information. Both annotation procedures are de-
scribed in the next two subsections.
6http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/page/
resources/data
7http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
ISO 24617-2 dimension Segmentation (kappa) Coding (kappa)
Task 0.88 0.81
AutoFeedback 0.78 0.79
AlloFeedback 0.94 0.95
Turn Management 0.71 0.64
Time Management 0.86 0.86
Discourse Structuring 0.88 0.54
Own Comm. Management 0.55 0.98
Partner Comm. Management na na
Social Obligation Management 0.77 1.00
ISO 24617-2 relations
Functional Dependence 0.88 0.68
Feedback Dependence 0.88 0.88
Rhetorical relations 0.88 0.68
Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement on segmentation and
coding per ISO 24617-2 dimension, and on different rela-
tion types between dialogue unit as defined in ISO 24617-2.
4.1. Dialogue act annotation: tagset, tool and format
In order to model human dialogue behaviour, it is very com-
mon to analyse it in terms of the speaker’s intentions. For
this, the notion of dialogue act plays a crucial role. Over
the years a number of dialogue act annotation schemes has
been developed, such as those of the TRAINS project in
the US (Allen et al., 1994), the MapTask studies in the
UK (Carletta et al., 1996), the Verbmobil project in Ger-
many (Alexandersson et al., 1998). These schemes, how-
ever, are not easy to re-use for purposes, or apply to do-
mains, other than the ones they were originally developed
for.
In September 2012, the ISO standard 24617-2 “Seman-
tic annotation framework, Part 2: Dialogue acts” has
been developed where a comprehensive annotation scheme
and markup language DiaML were designed. The ISO
24617-2 standard annotation scheme is a comprehensive,
application-independent scheme whose concepts are em-
pirically and theoretically well-motivated, and may be ex-
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RELATION % RELATION % RELATION % RELATION % RELATION %
ACCOMPLISHMENT 4.0% DURATION 1.8% LOC DEATH† 0.8% PART IN 3.6% TIME 14.6%
AGE OF† 2.1% EDUCATION OF† 4.2% LOC RESIDENCE† 3.2% RELIGION† 0.7% TIME BIRTH† 2.8%
AWARD 2.5% EMPLOYEE OF† 2.2% MEMBER OF† 1.8% SIBLING OF† 2.3% TIME DEATH† 1.0%
CHILD OF† 3.6% FOUNDER OF† 1.2% NATIONALITY† 3.1% SPOUSE OF† 1.9% TITLE† 14.2%
COLLEAGUE OF 1.7% LOC 5.6% OWNER OF 1.1% SUBORDINATE OF 1.3%
CREATOR OF 8.5% LOC BIRTH† 5.0% PARENT OF† 3.7% SUPPORTEE OF 1.1%
Table 3: List of defined semantic relations and their distribution in data in terms of relative frequency. † means that the
relation is adopted from TAC KBP slot filling task.
RELATION % RELATION % RELATION % RELATION %
ACTIVITY OF 10.21 LOC BIRTH 2.34 AGE OF 3 LOC DEATH 1.69
AWARD 4.4 LOC RESIDENCE 1.69 BODY 1.5 MANNER 1.12
CHARGED FOR 4.21 MEMBER OF 2.43 CHILD OF 1.5 NAME 1.87
COLLEAGUE OF 1.03 NATIONALITY 1.22 CREATOR OF 6.09 OWNER OF 1.97
DESCRIPTION 4.12 PARENT OF 1.31 DURATION 1.31 REASON 1.22
EDUCATION OF 3.65 RELIGION 2.53 EMPLOYEE OF 1.59 SIBLING OF 0.94
ENEMY OF 1.12 SPOUSE OF 1.4 FAMILY OF 1.59 SUPPORTED BY 0.94
FOUNDER OF 1.87 TIME 7.96 FRIEND OF 1.03 TIME BIRTH 2.06
GENDER 1.69 TIME DEATH 1.59 LOCATION 4.68 TITLE 11.14
Table 4: Question types in terms of defined semantic relations and their distribution in data (relative frequency in %).
ploited for constructing annotated dialogue corpora. In
DBOX, we used this ISO dialogue act annotation scheme.
ISO 24617-2 is a highly multidimensional scheme sup-
porting multifunctionality, since it offers the possibility
to assign multiple dialogue act tags to one dialogue seg-
ment. The ISO 24617-2 taxonomy of communicative func-
tions distinguishes 9 dimensions: addressing information
about a certain (Task); the processing of utterances by
the speaker (Auto-feedback) or by the addressee (Allo-
feedback); the management of difficulties in the speaker’s
contributions (Own-Communication Management) or that
of the addressee (Partner Communication Management);
the speaker’s need for time to continue the dialogue (Time
Management); the allocation of the speaker role (Turn Man-
agement); the structuring of the dialogue (Dialogue Struc-
turing); and the management of social obligations (Social
Obligations Management). For DBOX purposes, we con-
sidered 2 additional dimensions (11 in total): Contact Man-
agement, which is non-core optional in ISO24617-2, since
DBOX games are not face-to-face dialogues managing the
contact is an important aspect in such types of dialogues;
and Task Management for dialogue utterances concerned
with game rules. There are 41 dimension-specific and 26
general-purpose communicative functions. Not all of ISO
functional tags occur in our data. On the other hand, we
introduced 2 additional dimension-specific functions and
1 general-purpose function that are not included in ISO
26417-2, however, defined in DIT++ (Bunt, 1999) that ISO
taxonomy is based on:
• Dialogue Act Announcement, where the speaker
makes explicit what kind of dialogue act he/she is go-
ing to perform next;
• Preclosing, where the speaker indicates that he/she
plans to end the current dialogue shortly;
• Threat, where the speaker states his committment to
perform the action in the manner or with the fre-
quency, described in the semantic content; speaker be-
lieves the action to be harmful for the addressee
We also introduced 1 dimension-specific function that is
not present in above mentioned taxonomies, but frequently
occurs in DBOX data, namely, Congratulation, where the
speaker wants the addressee to know that the action the ad-
dressee performed recently was successful and/or of good
fortune for the addressee. The standard allows adding
domain-specific communicative functions provided they
are observed in data, relevant for adequate coverage, and
human (and machine) recognizable. In DBOX dialogues
Congratulations are mainly performed by the system (or
Wizard) when the player guessed the person’s identity cor-
rectly and thereby won the game.
Annotations are of stand-off type and performed with the
ANVIL tool8 using the specification designed for ISO
24617-29 which allows us to convert data into Dialogue
Act Markup Language – DiAML (see Bunt et al., 2012).
The ANVIL tool allows annotations in multiple tiers so
that for each participant we specified a speech tier and sev-
eral tiers for each dimension. Dialogue act annotations are
saved both in .anvil and .diaml formats. All 18 pilot
dialogues, and out of the collected 338 dialogues 60 dia-
logues are annotated with dialogue act information. Table
1 presents the distribution of the most frequent dialogue
acts in the collected corpora per the addressed dimension.
In order to assess the reliability of the selected dialogue
act tagset on our data, we measured the inter-annotator
agreement in terms of the standard Kappa statistic (Cohen,
1960). Pilot dialogues were annotated by one expert and
one trained annotator. The trained annotator received ap-
8For more information about the tool visit:
http://www.anvil-software.org/
9The specification is available at http://www.
anvil-software.org/data/diaml-spec-v0.5.xml
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Type Content Format Comment
Metadata
participants (id
xml
native language
sex
age at collection)
list of system’s characters
corpus description xml
Signals sound recordings wav 16-bit 1 channel per speaker
Transcriptions tokens(id, start, end, string) TEI compliant semi-automatic
DA annotations
dialogue act (sender,
Anvil and DiAML manual
communicative function
dimension
qualifier
functionalDependenceRelation
feedbackDependenceRelation)
rhetoricalLinks
Persons descriptions
tokenized csv
Stanford Core NLPlemmatized csv
POS-tagged csv
Chunking csv OpenNLP
NE tagged
csv Stanford NER
csv Illinois NER
csv Saarland NER
Semantic relations csv manual
Question corpus
tokenized csv
Stanford Core NLPlemmatized csv
POS-tagged csv
Chunking csv OpenNLP
NE tagged
csv Stanford NER
csv Illinois NER
csv Saarland NER
Semantic relations csv manual
Table 5: DBOX corpus overview.
proximately 5 hours annotation training divided into three
sessions. Table 2 presents the kappa results for each ISO
24617-2 dimension separately. Agreement was measured
on both segmentation and classification of dialogue acts.
Additionally, agreement on three types of relations between
identified dialogue units was assessed. The obtained kappa
scores were interpreted as annotators having reached a good
agreement.
4.2. Semantic content: relations
The set of the 1400 most frequently asked questions, and
100 annotated Wikipedia descriptions of famous persons,
that form the main game content, were semantically anno-
tated. In order to find the answer to certain questions, se-
mantic role information is often used. A semantic role is
a relational notion (between an event and its participant)
and describes the way a participant plays in an event or
state, as described mostly by a verb, typically providing
answers to questions such as ”who” did ”what” to ”whom,”
and ”when,” ”where,” ”why,” and ”how.” For our purposes,
however, we are also interested in relations between partici-
pants. Indeed, along with semantic roles, relations between
participants are relevant for our domain, e.g. the relation
between Agent and Co-Agent involved in a ‘work’ event
may be a COLLEAGUE OF relation.
From the Wizard-of-Oz experiments we observed that play-
ers tend to ask similar questions about gender, place and
time of birth or death, profession and titles, achieve-
ments and awards, marriage, children, etc. After data
analysis, there were 59 semantic relations defined, where
17 have been adopted from TAC KBP 2013 Slot Fill-
ing10. TAC relations are mainly defined for relations be-
tween Named Entities (NE) such as persons and orga-
nizations, while our proposed set incorporates temporal
10http://www.nist.gov/tac/2013/KBP/
event markers like TIME (which may be further subdi-
vided into Initial and Final Time), DURATION and FRE-
QUENCY; captures PURPOSE and CAUSE relations between
events; and introduces the event MANNER marker. Addi-
tionally, our set captures 12 more relations between entities
such as ACCOMPLISHMENT, AWARD, CREATOR OF, COL-
LEAGUE OF, OWNER OF, SUPPORTER OF, etc., and are not
restricted to relations between NEs.
Table 3 gives an overview of the most frequently occurring
relations (out of 3988 identified) in the persons’ descrip-
tion data, and Table 4 presents the relative frequencies of
questions types based on the identified semantic relation.
All the questions in the set, as well as the persons descrip-
tions, were tokenized and lemmatized. Subsequently, Stan-
ford Core NLP11 has been used for extracting the POS and
NE information. In addition, openNLP chunker, and NER
such as Stanford NER, Illinois NER and Saarland NER
were applied. All these annotations are stand-off annota-
tions and will be provided with the DBOX dialogue corpus.
To assess the reliability of the defined semantic relation
tagset, the inter-annotator agreement was measured . For
this purpose, 10 randomly selected descriptions were anno-
tated by two trained annotators. The obtained kappa scores
were interpreted as annotators having reached good agree-
ment (averaged for all labels, kappa = 0.76).
5. Corpus overview and future work
The DBOX dialogue corpus has required substantial invest-
ment. We expect it to have a great impact on the rest of
the project. The DBOX project consortium will continue
to maintain the corpus and to take an interest in its growth,
e.g., expand to other languages. In the future, the well doc-
umented DBOX corpus will be available for the research
11http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml
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community. The human-human DBOX English corpus will
be made available for research purposes in autumn 2014.
Table 5 provides details on the future corpus release. The
human-computer data collection will start after most of the
Wizard-of-Oz data is processed (in summer 2014). The
global DBOX architecture and corpus collection strategy
that have been applied to quiz game and discussed in this
paper could be applied to other domains and languages.
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Appendix: dialogue example
S: Hello
P: Hello
S: Good afternoon almost evening
S: What is your name
P: My name is James
S: Hello James it’s nice to meet you
P: Nice to meet you
S: How are you doing today?
P: Good, thank you
S: Alright
S: Today we are going to play a game and here are the rules
S: I’m a very famous person and you need to guess my name you
can ask whatever questions you want of me except for my name
directly
S: You have at most ten questions and then you get to guess my
name exactly once
S: So you can ask whatever questions you want but then if you
want to guess my name you only get one try
S: If you get my name correct you win if you get my name incor-
rect or choose to pass then you lose and then we’ll move on to the
next round
S: Do you understand and are comfortable with the rules?
P: Yeah yeah
P: So the name is kind of a famous person
P: Okay
P: I’m not sure how good am I in this area
S: Yes
S: I am a famous person and I am male
P: Okay okay good
S: Alright
S: And what is your first question?
P: What is the first question
P: What do you do?
S: I am a leader
P: A leader
P: What is your nationality?
S: I am American
P: Are you alive?
S: I am not alive
P: Are you leading a company?
S: I am not leading a company
P: okay
P: You’re not a company leader
P: When are you born?
S: I was born on february twenty second seventeen thirty two
P: Seventeen thirty two
P: Ok
P: Eehm
P: Are a politician?
S: I am a politician
P: Okay
P: So then it is not my area but I will try to guess
P: When were you in the government?
S: Uhm
S: Let’s see
S: I retired from the presidency in seventeen ninety seven
P: Ninety seven
P: George Washington S: Is that your final guess? P: Yes, Wash-
ington
S: Very good, excellent job!
S: Congratulations!
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